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A numerical algorithm for the full coupling of mechanical deformation,
thermal deformation and phase transformation in surface grinding
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Abstract When an alloy steel experiences a critical
grinding condition, irreversible deformation caused by
mechanical loading, thermal loading and micro-structural
phase transformation couples with strong non-linearity.
This paper presents an algorithm to analyze the residual
stresses induced by the full coupling of all the above causes
of residual stresses involving signi®cant temperature- and
microstructure-dependent property changes of workpiece
materials. User-supplied subroutines to an existing FEM
code were developed to simulate the coupled effect at the
resolution of integration points. Results showed that
the algorithm is quite ef®cient and stable in dealing
with the non-linearity in grinding induced deformation.
List of symbols
Cr700 cooling rate at 700  C (degree/h)
c
speci®c heat capacity per unit volume
D
constitutive matrix
H
non-dimensional heat transfer coef®cient (2ah=jv)
HV Vickers hardness
h
heat transfer coef®cient of coolant
Lc
length of grinding zone, see Fig. 1
la
relative peak location of a heat ¯ux (2fa =Lc ), see
Fig. 1
M
Martensite
Pe Peclet number (vLc =4a)
q
heat ¯ux per unit grinding width
qa
peak value of the heat ¯ux
r
the positive ratio of elastic to total strain increments,
see Eq. (5)
p
average normal traction intensity
pa
peak value of normal traction intensity, see Fig. 1
T
temperature rise with respect to ambient temperature T1
t
time
v
moving speed of the heat source and traction, see
Fig. 1
w
cooling factor (Mahdi and Zhang (1997))
Y
yield stress of the workmaterial
j
thermal conductivity
a
thermal diffusivity
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l
r

ratio of horizontal to vertical grinding forces
stress tensor

Subscripts
aust austenising
e
elastic, effective
ep elastic±plastic
f
®nish
s
start
v
virgin
x; y; z x-, y-, and z-directions, see Fig. 1
y
yield
1 room temperature

1
Introduction
The rapid heating and cooling produced in a grinding
process may cause phase transformation and thermal
plastic deformation in a workpiece and thereby introduce
substantial residual stresses. When phase transformation
takes place, the properties of the workpiece material
change. The extent of such change depends on the temperature history experienced and the instantaneous thermal stresses developed. To carry out a reliable residual
stress analysis, therefore, a comprehensive modelling
technique and a sophisticated computational procedure
that can accommodate the property change of material
need to be developed.
The study on the numerical treatment of phase transformation induced residual stresses by grinding is lacking.
However, some investigations on relevant problems are
helpful. Okamura et al. (1989) developed a method using
the ®nite element method to analyze processes involving
phase transformation for analyzing the distortion of
oil-quenched gear rings. Kim et al. (1992) analyzed the
transient heat ¯ow and thermal stress during surface
hardening by a modi®ed two-dimensional ®nite element
model. Nakasaki et al. (1997) developed and applied the
®nite element computer package `HEARTS' based on the
metallo-thermo-mechanics to the simulation of the
quenching process of a carbon steel (S45C) by pulsed YAG
laser, which allowed them to evaluate the coupled effects of
phase transformation, temperature and stress. Taljat et al.
(1998) developed an uncoupled thermal-mechanical ®nite
element (FE) model that took into account the effects of
liquid-to-solid and solid-state phase transformations.
However, the ef®ciency, accuracy and stability of these

methods have not been detailed and their suitability to
grinding analysis has never been examined.
The present study aims to present a simple and explicit
numerical algorithm based on FEM to investigate the
grinding-induced residual stresses associated with the full
coupling of thermal deformation, mechanical deformation
and phase transformation. The property changes of
workpiece materials due to phase transformation and the
boundary conditions of grinding zone will be taken into
account using the user-supplied material options of an
existing FEM code, ADINA (1992).

Table 1. The phase change properties of EN23 steel
Critical cooling time between
1029 and 773 °K

Austenizing temperature
(°K)

<1.6 s

1123

The critical cooling velocity to obtain a martensitic
transformation relies on the workmaterial's chemical
composition. The maximum critical time to achieve martensite is given in Table 1. To have martensite transformation, the maximum ground surface temperature should
be elevated to austenising temperature followed by critical
2
cooling, which does happen in grinding. In this study, it is
Modelling and algorithm
As shown in Fig. 1, the deformation of a workpiece sub- assumed that, the phase transformation is dependent on
jected to a surface grinding operation is considered as a grinding temperature history only. Therefore the steel
plane-strain problem, and the heat generated by grinding composition is used to determine the variation of workis approximated by a triangular heat source moving along material hardness of the ®nally formed martensite, i.e.
1
the positive direction of x-axis on the workpiece surface HV  463:2376  21  log Cr700 
(Mahdi and Zhang, 1994, 1995, 1997, 1998a; Zhang and
where HV is the Vickers hardness and Cr700 is the cooling
Mahdi, 1995). The cooling of the ground surface is carried rate detected at 700  C as degree per hour. The yield stress
out by convection heat transfer thereby ignoring the effect of martensite, M , can be calculated as
Y
of radiation that is relatively very small. The interaction
M

80:0

2:7544
 HV
2
Y
grinding forces are replaced by triangular traction pro®le
coinciding with that of the heat source (Mahdi and Zhang, The yield stress of workmaterial undergoing phase trans1996, 1998b) in the grinding zone (GZ) of length Lc . The formation is approximated as a weighted average based on
workmaterial considered is EN23 steel (British Iron and
the percent of martensite formed, M%, that is
Steel Research Association, 1969) whose properties are
rY  M%  MY  1 M%  Yv
3
shown elsewhere (Mahdi and Zhang, 1995, 1996, 1997,
where
r
is
the
instantaneous
yield
stress
of
the
material
Y
1998a, b). The mechanical deformation of the workpiece
undergoing phase change and Yv is the virgin yield stress
material is considered to be elastic-perfectly plastic.
of the material before phase transformation. The percentage of martensite is related to the cooling temperature
2.1
history which relies on on the starting temperature of
Material property change due to phase transformation

When a workmaterial is subjected to grinding and expe- martensite formation, Ms 300 C and the ®nal temperature
M
85
C.
The
other
properties
are considered to be
f
riences a critical temperature change characterized by
the
same
as
that
of
the
original
workmaterial.
Under
austenising and quenching, phase change will take place
slower
cooling
rates,
a
second
phase
change
may
take
(Atkin and Met, 1977). In general, martensite transforplace
in
subsurface
layers.
However,
such
a
phase
change
mation will lead to the changes of both mechanical and
does
not
have
any
considerable
effect
on
workmaterial
thermal properties of the material. To study the residual
properties and therefore is ignored in this study.
stresses of phase transformation by the ®nite element
method, the central step is to develop a suitable constit- 2.2
utive model that characterizes the behavior of the work- Algorithm
piece material during phase transformation.
To build-up an adequate ®nite element model for a
grinding process, an algorithm is required to ensure an
appropriate coupling of property changes of the the material, the moving boundary conditions of the grinding
zone and the control volume treatment.

Fig. 1. The modelling of surface grinding

2.2.1
Constitutive model
To incorporate the phase transformation relation, Eq. (1),
into the stress analysis, an algorithm was designed to: (a)
determine the state of grinding temperature in relation to
grinding conditions, and (b) calculate the hardness and
corresponding mechanical properties at a given integration point in the FEA associated with the movement of the
heat source and traction. The surface cooling effect is
modeled by convection heat transfer only (Mahdi and
Zhang, 1995). The convection heat transfer coef®cient
outside GZ, h, is taken as constant. However the magni-
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tude of h inside the grinding zone is scaled by a factor, w.
On the other hand, the grinding temperature is also in¯uenced by the grinding table speed which plays an important role by controlling the heat energy conducted to
the ground surface. In other wards, a higher table speed
results in a less time for the surface heat energy to be
conducted and thereby yields lower grinding temperature
if all other conditions are kept the same.
To simplify the calculation, an incremental explicit
stress±strain relation is desirable. To this end, the instant
workmaterial properties at each increment must be evaluated in the light of the instant stress state. For an elasticperfectly plastic material considered here, the effective
stress is either equal or less than the yield stress. However,
if workmaterial undergoes critical grinding temperature
history and phase change happens, the yield stress must be
updated instantaneously to take into account the martensite formation.
As usual, assume that the constitutive matrix of an
elastic-perfectly plastic material is D (Bathe, 1982). Thus
for an iso-thermal elastic material, De is a constant matrix.
For an elastic-perfectly plastic material, however, the
constitutive matrix, Dep , is in general a highly nonlinear
function of stress, strain and temperature. Prior to plastic
deformation, the (trial) stress increments are related to
strain increments by

Fig. 3. Intersection of elastic stress increments with yielding
in uniaxial tension

r1 
r2 

rxx  Y= Drxx  and
rxx Y= Drxx 

6

which shows that the tensile stress can be enlarged to Y or
reduced to become negative Y as shown in Fig. 3. It should
be noted that r1 is always less or equal to 1 and is to be
used to update elastic stress increments.

2.2.2
Verification
Although the stability of the above explicit stress integration has been investigated in particular applications
Dr  De De
4 (Mahdi and Zhang, 1999), its validity and accuracy with
thermo-mechanical loading is further demonstrated by
If the new trial effective stress is beyond the yield stress, analyzing the deformation of a sphere under axisymmetric
Eq. (4) needs to be recalculated by
compression by two rigid smooth plates as shown in
Dr  De  1 rDep De
5 Fig. 4. The sphere material is elastic-perfectly plastic.
Figure 4 shows that the resultant plastic zones predicted
where r is the positive scalar ratio of elastic to total strain by the above algorithm and that with the standard ADINA
increments.
(1992) are in close agreement with each other in terms of
According to Eq. (A9) in the appendix, there exist two both size and location, under various loading conditions.
values of r, whose existence indicates that either the stress
increments are shortened by r1 or inverted by r2 . Figure 2 2.2.3
illustrates the geometrical meaning of r1 and r2 . With r1 , Boundary conditions
the scale ratio of stress increment a±d, the stress state
To represent the movement of the heat source and the
moves from point a to c. However, with ratio r2 the stress change of material thermal properties, a complete algostate moves to b. The distance between b and a is greater rithm has been discussed in the authors' previous work
than that between c and a as r2 is larger than r1 . The above (Mahdi and Zhang, 1995). The simulation of traction
can be more clearly demonstrated under uniaxial stress
movement, however, requires a more comprehensive
state. In this case,
methodology by employing the user-supplied loading option of ADINA. A code is therefore built-up to substitute
the consistent forces (Bathe, 1982) directly at the ®nite
element nodes. First, the surface node locations (yy, zz) are
garbed and sorted at time = 0 to form elemental nodes.
Then, the moving traction is replaced by consistent normal and tangential nodal forces on each surface node. The
magnitudes of the forces are calculated for each subsequent time steps according to traction (grinding zone)
location along the ground surface. The ratio of the tangential nodal force to the normal node force re¯ects the
`friction' which is negative for up- and positive for downgrinding respectively. When such a user-de®ned subroutines of moving traction are linked to the main program of
ADINA, the elemental nodal force are evaluated and
assembled to form the global external nodal forces. Four
Gauss integration points were used to achieve this as
Fig. 2. Intersection of elastic stress increments and yield
traction pro®le is triangular and is a non-smooth function.
surface in stress space
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Fig. 4a±d. A comparison of the plastic zone developed in an
elastic-perfectly plastic sphere compressed by two rigid smooth
plates (the left is from the present algorithm and the right is from
the standard implicit algorithm). a 0.4 unit ramp downward force

with zero temperature, b restricted expansion under uniform
ramp temperature rise to 40 C , c downward ramp displacement
of 0.4 units with zero temperature rise, d the coupling of the
loading conditions of cases (b) and (c)

It is natural that the number of surface elements in the
grinding zone plays an important role in solution accuracy. Therefore a careful selection of suf®cient number of
elements has been carried out. Figure 5 demonstrates the
pattern of the consistent nodal forces during re®ning the
mesh surface elements. It should be noted that more
surface elements may have smoother variation of consistent nodal forces but at the cost of a much increased
computation time. In this study, four surface elements
were found to be suf®cient.

2.2.4
Thermo-mechanical coupling
Theoretically, the cooling to room temperature is a very
slow process and thus needs a huge number of time steps.
To resolve this dilemma (according to the authors' experience), it is assumed that after 80 time steps the grinding
temperature reduces linearly in 20 time steps to room
temperature (T1  0). Similarly, the moving traction intensity is reduced linearly to zero to approximate the
simulation of the mechanical unloading action. To this
end, the temperature ®le is scanned for each time step by
reading the time and temperature at nodes. Then, a new
temperature ®le is generated with modi®ed temperature
history. Here, the time step is considered to be the time
required for the grinding forces in the grinding zone to
cover the minimum distance between two surface nodes.
For instance, according to the grinding condition of
Pe  1, workmaterial properties and the FEM mesh size

Fig. 5. The consistent nodal forces and FEM boundary mesh size

specify that the time step is 0.0101396 s. However, it is
necessary to ensure that the time step in thermal analysis,
Dt, is unity so that it becomes consistent with that in the
stress analysis. To achieve this, the equation of heat conduction of surface grinding
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needs to be modi®ed to use a different time scale by altering the right hand terms such that the time step for

stress analysis is always unity. By employing a dimensionless time variable,

Eq. (9) can be further reformatted to

t Pe
;
Dt
Eq. (7) can be rewritten as
 2
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A comparison of Eq. (7) with Eq. (11) indicates that Dt
becomes unity when the new speci®c heat capacity per
unit volume, c de®ned by Eq. (10), is used instead of c.
Therefore to couple the thermal and mechanical analysis,
Eq. (8) should be used.
The details of thermal and mechanical coupling are
more clearly demonstrated in Fig. 6, which shows that in
the way developed above the treatment of coupling requires a little effort at the joining parts of the algorithm as

Fig. 6. The complete algorithm incorporating mechanical deformation, thermal deformation and phase transformation

the induction of grinding temperature into thermomechanical analysis and the updating of yield stress during phase change is independent of mechanical loading. As
clearly shown above, the algorithm is explicit.

3
Application
The following is an example of application of the algorithm summarized in Fig. 6 to surface grinding with the
full coupling of mechanical deformation, thermal deformation and phase transformation.
A control volume of the dimension of 24Lc  12Lc is
selected for the analysis based on the criterion that
boundary effects become negligible and grinding temperature becomes asymptotic, where Lc is the length of the
contact zone between the grinding wheel and workpiece.
The ®nite element mesh are shown in Fig. 7, where the
subsurface layer is divided by 8 sets of thinner elements
for modeling smoother change of workmaterial properties
and residual stresses. The total number of elements and
nodes in the control volume are 1248 and 5211 respectively.
As a central step in a thermo-mechanical analysis of
grinding process, the initiation of irreversible deformation
is a key factor in residual stress development. Therefore to
initiate irreversible deformation in the workpiece, a critical coupling of thermal and mechanical grinding conditions that result in plastic deformation and phase
transformation is essential. Figures 8±10 are the predictions of the critical conditions from the algorithm developed above.
Figure 8 reveals the onset of martensite transformation
in relation to heat ¯ux (HF) intensity. It is obvious that a
higher convection heat transfer coef®cient increases the
input HF required to initiate the phase transformation.
The critical input HF intensity is changing rapidly and can
be considered as a power function of the Peclet number.
To investigate critical thermo-mechanical grinding conditions, a large number of case studies is examined in
Fig. 9. A typical condition of up-grinding (la  0:25) is
analyzed by varying the input HF intensity, qa , the convection heat transfer coef®cient, H, the Peclet number, Pe,
the peak of the mechanical normal traction, pa , and the
`friction' factor, l. It is found that the `friction' factor has a
major role in decreasing the critical qa and pa (see Fig.9a).

Fig. 7. Finite element mesh
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Fig. 8. Critical conditions of phase transformation

The critical qa , increases as traction rises to a maximum
near pa =Y  0:2 after which it decreases to a limit governed by the value of l. It is also noted that a higher l
results in a lower critical pa . It is interesting to note that
plastic deformation may be developed at a lower HF intensity (qa < 5 MW=m2 ) but with high levels of normal
traction. On the other hand, the convection heat transfer
coef®cient has a reversed role in affecting the critical
grinding conditions as a higher H requires higher levels of
critical qa and pa (see Fig. 9b) to generate the same
grinding temperature rise. It is therefore clear that a higher
qa is needed to maintain the plastic deformation as
grinding temperature decreases. Moreover, the critical
heat ¯ux intensity is proportional to the normal traction
pressure pro®le to a limit, characterized by the sudden
decrease of the critical qa at about pa =Y  1:1 when
H  1:0.
It is also predicted that table speed has a similar role to
that of the convection heat transfer coef®cient since a
higher table speed results in a lower grinding temperature
if heat ¯ux intensity is kept the same. Therefore higher
Peclet numbers brings about higher levels of critical heat
¯ux intensity to a limit of pa =Y  1:1.
The results shown in Fig.10 demonstrates that when a
workpiece experiences a critical temperature variation in
grinding, phase change occurs at a certain distance away
from the grinding zone. It is clear that for the same
maximum austenising temperature, phase change starts
earlier if H is higher. Moreover, no cooling in the grinding
zone (w  0) or no cooling over the whole grinding surface (H  0) decelerates the initiation of phase transformation.
When the grinding conditions become beyond the
critical conditions, the surface residual stresses start to
develop in a manner relying on the nature of thermal
and mechanical loading coupling. For instance, the effect
of cooling mechanism, traction and table speed on the
distribution of residual stresses can be understood
deeply by comparing the in¯uence of the causes individually and with different combinations. Figure 11
shows the role of each mechanism of different grinding
conditions on longitudinal residual stress, rxx . Under dry
thermal conditions (case 1), a large residual stress is
developed in the martensite zone. If convection cooling
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Fig. 10. Onset of phase change vs heat source location
(la  0:25)

Fig. 11. Combined effect of cooling mechanism, traction and
table speed on residual stress rxx la  0:25; qa  80 MW=m2 ),
case (1): (H  0, Pe = 1, pa =Y  2), case (2): (H  1, Pe = 1,
l  0:3, w  1, pa =Y  0), case (3): (H  1, Pe = 1, l  0:3,
w  1, pa =Y  2), case (4): (H  1, Pe = 4, l  0:3, w  0,
pa =Y  2)

Fig. 9a±c. Critical thermo-mechanical grinding conditions
(la  0:25) a effect of `friction' factor (H  0, Pe = 1), b effect
of convection heat transfer coef®cient (Pe = 1, l  0:1), c effect
of Peclet number (H  0, l  0:1)

periodic decaying function of depth. At a higher table
speed and no cooling in the grinding zone (Pe  4,
H  1, w  0) of case 4, the surface residual stress is
increased and becomes smooth. The distribution of residual stress is similar to that of case 2. Therefore the
mechanical traction has a certain role on residual
stresses if uniform convection surface cooling and low
Peclet number are maintained.

4
Conclusion
A numerical algorithm for treating the coupling of the
is applied (e.g. H  1), no martensite is formed and the thermo-mechanical analysis with phase transformation
residual stresses are of thermo-mechanical conditions
and the boundary conditions has been developed, tested
with constant workmaterial properties (cases 2±4). Under and employed to investigate the practical cases of surface
pure thermal grinding condition with uniform cooling
grinding. The application shows that this explicit algo(e.g. H  1; w  1; pa  0), the residual stresses are
rithm is stable and ef®cient in dealing with the strong
changing smoothly across the ground depth. If menon-linearity associated with grinding. The numerical
chanical traction is imposed (case 3), the surface residual predictions offer some new insights into the mechanisms
stress is reduced and its distribution becomes nearly a of critical grinding conditions.

Appendix
Under plane-strain conditions in xz-plane, the square of
(von Mises) effective stress can be expressed as
rzz 2  rxx

r2e  12 rxx

A1

For given increments of stresses Drxx ; Drzz ; Dryy and Drzx ,
the trial effective stress can be expressed as
2
rtrial
 12 rxx
e
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This equation can be rewritten as

Y 2  12
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which can be further simpli®ed to

Y 2  r2e  r
 rxx
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That is,



Dryy 2  Drxx


 6Dr2xy =2r 2  rxx

Drxx

 rxx
 ryy

ryy  Drxx
rzz  Dryy

 6rxz Drxz r  r2e

Drzz 2  Drzz
rzz  Drxx

Dryy 2

Drzz 

Dryy 
Drzz 
Y2  0

c2

A6



A8

Y 2

3
e
If the trial effective stress exceeds the yield stress, Y, the
stress increments should be scaled by a factor r, such that The roots of Eq. (A7) are
the intermediate effective stress, rinter
be equal to the yield
e
stress, Y, thus,
r1  c2  c22 4c1 c3 1=2 = 2c1 
2
rinter
e
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 Drxx

c22
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4c1 c3 
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